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NEAR-OPTIMAL REAL-TIME SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE AND
CONTROL USING HARMONIC POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS AND A
MODIFIED RRT*
Richard Zappulla II∗, Josep Virgili-Llop†, and Marcello Romano‡
In order to pursue advanced missions, on-board autonomous rendezvous and prox-
imity operations (RPO) trajectory optimization and path (re-)planning are neces-
sary. Mission safety, followed by fuel efficiency, are the main requirements for any
RPO guidance algorithm. This work presents a real-time hybrid guidance method
which fuses the flexibility and robustness of Harmonic Potential Functions with
the asymptotically-optimal Rapidly-expanding Random Tree Star method. The
proposed method allows to plan trajectories on cluttered environments while pro-
ducing near-fuel-optimal trajectories. To quantify and validate the performance
of this method an experimental campaign is performed utilizing the Naval Post-
graduate School POSEIDYN test bed. Lastly, implementation considerations and
experimental results are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Advancements in autonomous navigation systems and on-board Guidance, Navigation, and Con-
trol (GNC) are deemed to be essential in order to pursue the wide variety of future space missions
identified in a National Research Council’s (NRC) decadal study entitled Voyages for Planetary
Science in the Decade 2013-2022.1 In addition, the 2015 National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration (NASA) Technology Roadmaps also identifies the need for advancements in system-level
autonomy, on-orbit robotics, as well as in autonomous rendezvous and docking, in order to support
a wide range of envisioned space missions.2 Both studies emphasize the need to improve, among
others, the on-board sensing and filtering capabilities, the ability to autonomously detect and react to
events or in-situ disturbances, as well as to improve on-board autonomous trajectory optimization,
path planning and re-planning capabilities. In addition to allowing for more complex scientific plan-
etary missions, these advancements will also enable safer and more capable autonomous rendezvous
and proximity operations (RPO). Numerous missions with the goal to explore new techniques for
safely conducting RPO have either been proposed and/or attempted over the past decade.3, 4 Re-
gardless of the mission, attention must be given to ensure autonomous and safe operations in the
vicinity of other spacecraft or resident space objects (e.g., debris or asteroids) while simultaneously
minimizing propellant consumption.
Typically, the ability to react in real-time, while still minimizing propellant consumption, creates
a conflicting set of requirements. On the one hand, obstacle avoidance, for example, requires the
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Figure 1. Computational Burden and Optimality Tradeoff Across the Specturm of Guidance Methods
GNC subsystem to have the ability to respond and re-plan, in real-time, to a dynamic and uncer-
tain environment. On the other hand, the generation of fuel-efficient and safe trajectories typically
involves solving a constrained optimal control problem. Traditionally, the solution methods for find-
ing optimal trajectories are too computationally burdensome to be performed on-board the space-
craft. The resulting trade-off between trajectory optimality and computational burden is illustrated
in Figure 1. Without the ability to re-plan (near-)optimal trajectories in the presence of a changing
and unknown environment, any reductions in fuel, time, or energy offered by these trajectories may
not be realized.
Motivated by the need for real-time, (near-)optimal, on-board planning and re-planning for ren-
dezvous and docking, this paper focuses on the development and experimental evaluation of an au-
tonomous, (near-)optimal hybrid guidance method fusing a potential function based method with a
sampled-based path planning method. Due to their desirable property of being free of local minima,
this method utilizes Harmonic Potential Functions (HPFs) as the basis of a navigation function.5–7
Additionally, this paper develops a novel methodology to automatically integrate observed obstacles
into the navigation function based on in-situ information – thus eliminating the need for scenario-
specific gain-tuning. Next, a modified Rapidly-exploring Random Tree Star (RRT*) path planning
method is utilized to find an optimal path along the navigation function.8, 9 Unlike previous work,
the proposed modification to the RRT* method exploits the underlying HPF navigation function to
aid in biasing the randomly selected points in the workspace. Lastly, this real-time guidance algo-
rithm i experimentally evaluated utilizing the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) POSEIDYN∗ test
bed in order to demonstrate and validate its performance.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
A path-constrained rendezvous-to-docking scenario has been selected to experimentally evaluate
the proposed RRT*-HPF method. The remainder of this section describes the governing equations
of motion and constraints associated with the experimental evaluation.
∗POSEIDYN stands for Proximity Operations of Spacecraft: Experimental hardware-In-the-loop DYNamic simulator
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Figure 2. Notional Keep-Out Zone and Docking Cone Constraint Associated with the Rendezvous
Docking Scenario (Original ISS Image from NASA)
System Dynamics
For two spacecraft – often referred to as the Target and Chaser spacecraft – in near-circular
orbits, the Clohessy-Wiltshire-Hill (CWH) equations can be used to decribe the relative translational
motion.10 For maneuvers which encompass a short period of time (with respect ot the orbital period)
and are performed in close range to the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system (i.e., the Target
spacecraft), the resulting dynamics can further be simplified into double integrator dynamics. The











where fx, fy are the control forces in the respective inertial x and y directions, m is the vehicle
mass, τ is the control torque, and Iz is the vehicle moment of inertia about its vertical axis.
Path Constraints
The following two types of path constraints are considered: a keep-out zone which encompasses
an obstacle and a docking cone corridor. These two path constraints are illustrated in one possible
configuration in Figure 2. The first constraint, the keep-out zone (KOZ) encompasses the geometry
of the object and is typically represented as an ellipsoid for RPO. The second type of path con-
straint considered is the docking cone corridor (DCC). This constraint ensures a safe, collision-free
final trajectory to the Target, and in addition, it ensures that the docking occurs along the docking
axis. The DCC is anchored at the docking interface of the Target spacecraft and is defined by two
parameters: the docking cone half-angle, β, and the length of the corridor, `c.
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DEVELOPMENT
This section briefly introduces both Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees (RRT)-based algorithms
and Harmonic Potential Functions (HPF). Next, the modifications to the RRT* algorithm using the
HPFs are discussed.
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Rapidly-Exploring Random Trees Algorithm
Overview The Randomly-Exploring Random Tree, or RRT, algorithm was initially developed
by LaValle in 1998 as a kinodynamic path-planning tool to search high-dimensional, non-convex
spaces for a feasible trajectory. This method has several key advantages including, but not limited
to excellent exploration of the search space, probabilistic completeness, as well as simplicity. While
efficient, this method may produce unrealizable trajectories as it does not ensure the resulting tra-
jectory satisfies the differential constraints given by the system. Additionally, the RRT algorithm
does not attempt to minimize any cost function and as a result is not optimal.11 In fact, it was shown
by Karman and Frazzoli that the RRT algorithm converges to a non-optimal solution with proba-
bility 1.8 The RRT method was then extended by Karaman and Frazzoli to form the RRT* method
which was shown to asymptotically converge to an optimal solution without a substantial increase
in the computational complexity of the method. The asymptotic optimality of the RRT* method
is achieved by utilizing the same underpinnings of the asymptotically optimal Rapidly-exploring
Random Graph (RRG) method.8
As such, the increase in optimality and computational simplicity of the RRT* method makes it
an attractable option for an on-board, real-time, guidance and control method.
Algorithm The RRT* algorithm and pseudocode can be found in Ref [8], and is summarized
textually. To begin, the RRT* algorithm is traditionally initialized with a tree, T , which includes
only a single node, x0 and no edges (i.e., inter-node connections). The obstacle-free space, Xfree =
X \ Xobs, is then sampled using a Uniform distribution, yielding the sampled state, zrand ∈ Xfree.
Next, a parent node is chosen from the set of k nearby nodes, Znearby, which minimizes the (user-
defined) cost associated with the respective collision-free trajectory generated from each candidate
node, znear, to the sampled state, zrand via the Steer() procedure. A typical metric for choosing the
k nearby nodes is the Euclidean distance, which is the metric used in this work. The selected parent,
zmin, is then assigned as the parent of the newly inserted node, znew. Lastly, the RRT* algorithm
attempts to connect the newly inserted node, znew, to nodes already in the tree. That is, the algorithm
checks if the cost can be reduced further if znew becomes the parent node of znear ∈ Znearby \ znew,
that is, znear is said to be ”rewired”. This process is repeated for a user-specified number of iterations
or until the path gets to within a neighborhood of the goal state.
Example path planning solutions of the RRT* algorithm are presented in Figure 3 utilizing a
minimum fuel (`1-norm) cost function, 150 nodes, and varying the number of nearest neighbors,
k. Note, for k = 1, the RRT* algorithm becomes the RRT algorithm as it does not consider any
additional nodes other than the closest. It can be observed, as the k increases, the resulting graph
becomes more directed from the start point towards the goal and more efficient paths are found.
Harmonic Potential Functions
Overview Potential function methods, originally introduced by Khatib for online obstacle avoid-
ance, allow for collision-free, real-time guidance and control of autonomous spacecraft due to their
analytical formulation.12–20 The potential fields are generated by creating a global minimum at the
desired terminal, or goal, configuration, xf = [xf , yf ]T, through the use of an attractive poten-
tial, φa. In order to drive the Chaser spacecraft away from areas of the workspace which are to be
avoided, such as an obstacle or keep-out zone, a repulsive potential, φr, is utilized to created an area
of higher potential with respect to the local Resultantly, the total potential field is the superposition
4

























(a) k = 1, Cost:0.746

























(b) k = 5, Cost:0.331

























(c) k = 10, Cost:0.150

























(d) k = 25, Cost:0.125
Figure 3. Example Path Planning Solutions Using the RRT* Algorithm for Various numbers of Nearest
Neighbors, k, and 150 Nodes
of both the attractive and repulsive potential fields,13, 16, 18, 19




whereNo is the number of obstacles or keep-out zones in the workspace. Potential function methods
consist of two primary categories: Artificial Potential Functions (APFs) and Harmonic Potential
Functions (HPFs). Additionally, due to their construction and analytical formulation, they can be
utilized to generate a ”Navigation Function”, as defined by Rimon and Koditschek.21 However,
each category of potential functions have their own strengths and limitations.
Despite the simplicity afforded by the APF method, it has a significant limitation: the generation
of (stable) local minima throughout the workspace. It is worthwhile to note, numerous methods
have been proposed to either remove, escape, or avoid (stable) local minima in a potential field
These stable local minima occur when the negative gradient of the obstacle potential is equal to
the (positive) gradient of the attractive potential.13, 16, 18 To overcome these shortcomings, the use
of potential fields based on analytic harmonic functions was explored by Akishita et al.. The use
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of these analytical functions, which have strong ties to irrotational and inviscid fluid flow, do not
completely eliminate the presence of local minima. However, any local minima present in the
resulting potential field are unstable (i.e., saddle points).5, 22, 23 However, one drawback of HPFs
is the difficultly associated with properly scaling the potential field elements to reduce numerical
noise in the gradient computation.6, 24
Potential Field Development In this work, HPFs are utilized to generate a Navigation Function
which biases the generated random states towards the goal point and obstacle-free space. Paths
are generated by following the negative gradient of the Navigation Function – which is commonly
referred to as the velocity potential. To achieve this, elementary solutions to the Laplace equation,
∇2φ = 0, are considered.6, 22, 23 While the primary development is for two dimensions, extension
to three dimensions is trivial through the use of spherical coordinates.23 Resultantly, only elemen-
tary elements which can be extended to three-dimensions are considered. Since these elementary
solutions have strong ties to incompressible fluid flow∗, the subsequent development of the potential
field leverages nomenclature and notation from Aerodynamics taken from Ref [23].
To formulate the underlying navigation function at each sampling instance, elements are added
to the workspace incremental, exploiting the linearity of the Laplace equation and its solutions, thus
simplifying the selection of the strengths associated each element.23 First, a uniform flow is added
to the workspace, centered at desired terminal position and always directed towards the Chaser
spacecraft from the goal position,
φuf = vref ‖rpf‖2 cos (αg)
= vref (xp cos (αg) + yp sin (αg))
(3)
where vref is the reference speed of the chaser; rcf = xc − xf is the relative position Chaser with
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The resulting potential field, illustrated in Figure 4, has zero potential at the goal position and
increases radially-outward form the goal position. From Eq. (4), the uniform flow alone allows
the Chaser to converge to the desired terminal position, but does not take into account any path
constraints such as the DCC of obstacle KOZs. The inclusion of the uniform flow also eliminates
numerical noise associated with the small gradients of source and sink elements at large distances.24
Next, to account for the DCC path constraint, a doublet – the resulting elementary solution arising
from a source and sink of equal strength which are made to approach each other – is added to the
workspace (containing the uniform flow at the center of the Target with its central influx pointed
towards the goal position and parallel to the docking axis).5, 23 This creates a global minimum in
the workspace in the vicinity of the goal position at −∞. Note, as long as the goal position is
sufficiently close to the Target position, this is a sufficient approximation of locating the global
minimum at the goal position as the HPF is not being directly used for navigation, but rather to
influence the randomly sampled points in the configuration space. Additionally, this approximation
allows the use of the doublet to meet the DCC path constraint in a similar fashion to the Target
Boundary Constraint found in Ref [19] and Ref [20].
∗It is worthwhile to note solutions to Laplace’s Equation share strong ties to Electro-statics as well.
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(b) 2-D Uniform Flow Potential Contours and
Gradient
Figure 4. Elementary 2-D Uniform Flow Centered at the Goal Position





where rpd = xp − xd is the relative position of a point in the potential field with respect to the dou-





Note, a positive value of κ indicates the flow proceeds outward from source-side of the doublet in
the negative direction. For simplicity, the flow direction into (influx) or out of (efflux) is with respect
to the negative gradient of the doublet potential, as this is the trajectory the Chaser will follow. The
resulting potential field and velocity potential field of a doublet is illustrated in Figure 5. The target
doublet strength, ktar, is selected by first considering the total potential of the field given the two
elements added thus far,
φ = vref ‖rpf‖2 cos (αg) +
κ
‖rpt‖ cos (γt) (6)
Applying the von Neuman boundary condition - which specifies the flow must be tangential to
the boundary of an obstacle - to the target doublet implies the radial velocity potential along the




= vref cos (αg)− κtar‖rpt‖22
cos (γt) = 0 (7)
Note, at the boundary of the target doublet, rpt = R, where R is the radius of the equipotential
needed to realize the DCC. Treating the two respective equipotential lobes of the doublet as an
ellipse describing a Target boundary constraint similar to Ref [19] and Ref [20], the necessary
radius can be expressed in terms of the docking cone half-angle, β and corridor length,`c,
R =
`c + doff
2 cos (β) cos (θt)
(8)
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(b) 2-D Doublet Potential Contours and Gradient
Figure 5. Elementary 2-D Doublet Potential Flow.
where doff is the distance offset from Target position to the docking interface and θt is the attitude
of the docking axis. Assuming Target doublet is (nearly) colinear with the docking axis, αg ≈ pi




2 cos (β) cos (θt)
)2
(9)
Lastly, doublets can be added to the workspace to represent circular obstacles with radius Ri. To
enable greater safety, each doublet is free to rotate such that the negative velocity potential (i.e., the
efflux from the doublet) ”pushes” the Chaser away from the obstacle. The resulting potential due to
an obstacle doublet is,
φr,i = − κi‖rcoi‖2
cos (γi) (10)
where γi = tan−1 ( y−yi/x−xi) and rcoi is the relative position of the Chaser with respect to the
obstacle. The remaining step is to determine the doublet strength associated with each obstacle.
Assuming the spacing between multiple objects is sufficiently large such that there is little near-
field interaction between two or more doublets, each doublet in the workspace can be treated in-
dependently.24 Due to the linearity of Laplace’s Equation and subsequent elementary solutions,
the strength of each obstacle doublet is the superposition of the doublet strengths associated with
the individual interactions between obstacle doublet and other elementary solutions present in the
workspace,
κi = κi,uf + κi,tar (11)
where κi,uf is the doublet strength due to the interaction of the obstacle doublet and the uniform
flow while κi,tar is the doublet strength due to the interaction of the obstacle doublet and the Tar-
get doublet. The resulting doublet strengths can be found by following a similar methodology as
before by applying the von Neuman boundary condition to each obstacle boundary condition. First,
consider the interaction between the obstacle doublet and the uniform flow. At the boundary of the
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circular obstacle, the radial velocity is zero and rpd = Ri, yielding an obstacle doublet strength due
to the interaction with the uniform flow of
κi,uf = vrefR
2
i cos (αg) (12)






where roit is the relative position of the obstacle with respect to the Target spacecraft. Substituting
Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) into Eq. (11), the resultant obstacle doublet strength is given as,
κi = vrefR
2






The resulting potential field given the elementary solutions, DCC, and any obstacles is,




































In order to convert the negative velocity potential from a Polar coordinate system in Eq. (16) to a
Cartesian coordinate system, the following transformation is utilized,
−∇φ (x, y) = R(αg)∇φTuf (r, θ) +R(γt)∇φTtar (r, θ) +
No∑
i=1
R(γi − θt)∇φTri (r, θ) (17)
where the rotation R(·) is defined as
R(·) =
[
cos (·) − sin (·)
sin (·) cos (·)
]
(18)
given the angle the Chaser makes to each elementary solution. The resulting negative velocity
potential in Cartesian coordinates in Eq. (17) can then be directly applied to bias the randomly
sampled configuration,
zrand, biased = zrand + (−∇φ (x, y)) (19)
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Figure 6. Overview of the NPS POSEIDYN Test Bed
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & RESULTS
Test Setup
Hardware & Facility The experimental test campaign was performed on the Naval Postgradu-
ate School (NPS) POSEIDYN∗ test bed. Two floating spacecraft simulators (FSS), illustrated in
Figure 6, were used to represent the Chaser and Target respectively. A quasi-frictionless environ-
ment is created by three air-bearings between the Chaser FSS and the polished surface of the 4-by-4
meter granite monolith where eight thrusters provide two translation and one rotational degrees of
freedom. An on-board composite tank supplies compressed air to both the air bearing and thrusters.
A 32-bit 1.6 GHz Intel Atom processor located on-board the Chaser enables real-time autonomous
operations by performing the requisite processing. A navigation estimate is computed on-board by
fusing state information gathered by an overhead motion capture system and an on-board fiber-optic
gyro via a discrete Kalman Filter. Additionally, the actuator commands produced from the guidance
algorithm are then modulated into discrete thruster pulses via a Sigma-Delta Modulator.? Lastly,
the on-board power system supplies the necessary power to the on-board computer, actuators and
sensors25, 26
Given the close proximity and short maneuver duration, an air bearing table provides an ac-
ceptable approximation of the dynamics. Additionally, these test beds include various hardware
phenomena, such as delays, computational constraints, actuator response uncertainty and sensor
noise, which are practically impossible to replicate in a simulated environment. Furthermore, this
type of test bed has been extensively used in the past to conduct both hardware-in-the-loop testing
and research in spacecraft RPO.26
Test Cases
To ensure a safe and successful docking, all test cases utilize a docking cone corridor. The fol-
lowing scenarios illustrate the ability of the guidance and control method to simultaneously handle
∗POSEIDYN stands for Proximity Operation of Spacecraft: Experimental hardware-I-the-loop DYNamic simulator
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Figure 7. Schematic of the Test Scenarios
various constraints while producing safe trajectories as well as reducing fuel consumption. The first
test case, Case 0, is a straight-in case with only the docking cone corridor constraint and allows
for establishing a baseline for the algorithm. Case 1 was adopted from Virgil-Llop et al. and has
a single obstacle keep-out-zone strategically placed directly in-between the Chaser and Target.27, 28
Additionally, this is a pathological case as the Chaser is equidistant from both tangents to the ob-
stacle keep-out zone. Case 2 was adopted from Park et al. and incorporates two closely-spaced
obstacles which the Chaser must navigate in order to reach the Target.29 Unlike Case 1, the obsta-
cles are not located directly in-between the Chaser and the Target and thus can provide insight into
the path-planning capability and efficiency of the guidance and control algorithm. These three test
cases are illustrated in Figure 7.
Parameter Selection
Since the attitude path planning has been previously solved using sample-based methods and
the attitude motion of the FSS is unconstrained, a simplified attitude controller was utilized.30 A
saturation controller was chosen to control the single-axis, double integrator attitude dynamics of
11







u = − satumax [bIzωerr + satε (aIzθerr + ( a/b) Izωerr)] (20)
where a, b, ε ∈ R+; Iz is the moment of inertia of the FSS about its vertical axis; θerr ∈ R is the er-
ror attitude of the Chaser; and ωerr ∈ R is the error angular velocity of the FSS. Compared against a
wide range of controllers, the saturation controller was shown by Rao and Bernstein to have a lower
maximum energy under “nominal” conditions in addition to exhibiting “Good” performance across
several categories of “off-nominal” conditions, including variations in mass, pole perturbation, mea-
surement delays, unmodeled dynamics.31 This is ideal due to the uncertainties associated with the
characterization of any (physical) system25, 26 The saturation controller was tuned performed with
the aid of a full, nonlinear (numerical) simulator of the FSS including thruster modulation.27 The
resulting values chosen for the saturation controller are tabulated in Table 1.
Test Metrics
The following metrics are utilized to aid in the evaluation of the proposed guidance and control
method: Thruster ON-Time (ToT), rendezvous time, computational cost, and the number of con-
straint violations. The ToT provides a measure of the total efficiency, in seconds, of guidance and
control method by measuring the total ON-time of all the thrusters. Next, the rendezvous time is
measured as the time elapsed from enabling the Chaser on-board guidance to docking with the Tar-
get. Furthermore, the computational time provides insight into the computational complexity of the
algorithm and is measured by the elapsed CPU time of the RRT method. Lastly, path constraint
violations are computed in real-time onboard the FSS at 10 Hz. All metrics are generated on-board
in real-time and downlinked to a groundstation computer for analysis.
Results and Discussion
A summary of the performance metrics to aid in the evaluation and comparison of the two algo-
rithms is tabulated in Table 2. The baseline trajectories, distance to the goal time histories, thruster
ON-time profiles, and computational time profiles for the RRT* and RRT*-HPF methods are il-
lustrated in Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively. Likewise, trajectories, distance to the goal time
histories, thruster ON-time profiles and computational time profiles for Cases 1 and 2the RRT* and
RRT*-HPF methods for Case 1 and Case 2 are illustrated in Figures 11, 12, 13, and 14 respectively.
For the baseline case, both methods were observed to follow similar trajectories and exhibit sim-
ilar performance in terms of rendezvous time, ToT, and computational time. Neither the RRT*
method nor the RRT*-HPF method was observed to violate either the obstacle KOZ(s) or the DCC
for the test cases considered. For Case 2, the RRT* method was observed to find the straight-line
solution form the Chaser initial position to the goal position, unlike other optimal control methods
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which have previously been experimentally tested and reported in literature.20, 29 As a result, the
performance of the two methods yield similar results in terms of the key metrics: ToT, rendezvous
time, and computational time. Unlike RRT* method, the influence of each obstacle’s doublet rep-
resentation can be observed in the thruster actuations for the RRT*-HPF method for Case 2. As
illustrated in Figure 14c, the Chaser accumulated over four additional seconds of ToT by the time
it passed the obstacles at approximately two meters. Despite the additional ToT, the RRT*-HPF
method maintained an approximately equi-distant separation from the each obstacle KOZ whereas
the RRT* method closely approached the obstacle KOZ located at (2, 2.5) m, as illustrated by Fig-
ure 13b and Figure 14b. Jumps in the computational time for Case 2 indicate instances when the
Chaser could no longer directly steer towards to the goal position due to the path being occluded by
an obstacle.
Lastly, the effects of biasing the randomly sampled configuration space can be observed by com-










RRT* 42.8 162.79 20.40 0.27 ± 0.45
RRT*-HPF 40.8 158.89 23.95 0.29 ± 0.89
Case 1
RRT* 49.5 182.28 22.96 8.04 ± 9.32
RRT*-HPF 45.8 157.67 24.93 7.75 ± 10.08
Case 2
RRT* 39.2 157.49 24.90 0.17 ± 1.02
RRT*-HPF 45.8 162.79 29.28 0.70 ± 3.67














(a) RRT* Initial Tree for Case 1














(b) RRT*-HPF Initial Tree for Case 1
Figure 8. Comparison of the Initial Trees Generated for Case 1
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paring the initial trees generated for Case 1 in Figure 8. The primary effect of biasing results in
increased directionality of the tree, reducing the exploration tendency associated with the uniform
sampling method. Compared to the final trajectories illustrated in Figures 11a and 12a, the RRT*-
HPF was able to generate a near-optimal path. Computationally, the RRT*-HPF was observed to
have a 121.8% larger average computational time and a 16.2% larger maximum computational time.
Despite the path reversal exhibited by the RRT* method, the RRT* method was observed to utilize
only 14.5% more ToT compared to the biased RRT* method.
14














(a) Chaser FSS Trajectory




















(b) Distance to Goal Time History
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(c) Thruster ON-time Profile
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Figure 9. Case 0 Experimental Results: RRT*














(a) Chaser FSS Trajectory




















(b) Distance to Goal Time History
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(c) Thruster ON-time Profile
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Figure 10. Case 0 Experimental Results:RRT*-
HPF
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(a) Chaser FSS Trajectory




















(b) Distance to Goal Time History
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(c) Thruster ON-time Profile
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Figure 11. Case 1 Experimental Results: RRT*














(a) Chaser FSS Trajectory




















(b) Distance to Goal Time History
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(c) Thruster ON-time Profile
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Figure 12. Case 1 Experimental Results: RRT*-
HPF
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(a) Chaser FSS Trajectory




















(b) Distance to Goal Time History
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(c) Thruster ON-time Profile
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Figure 13. Case 2 Experimental Results: RRT*














(a) Chaser FSS Trajectory




















(b) Distance to Goal Time History
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(c) Thruster ON-time Profile
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A novel guidance and control strategy leveraging the path-generating capabilities of Rapid-exploring
Random Trees (RRT) as well as the obstacle avoidance capabilities of Harmonic Potential Functions
(HPF) has been developed and experimentally tested in a rendezvous and docking scenario. To ac-
complish this, the potential field was developed using elementary solutions to the Laplace Equation
which have strong ties to incompressible and irrotational flow. The strengths of the various elements
composing the potential field were then autonomously assigned given the capabilities of the space-
craft. Next, the gradient of the resulting fields was used to bias a randomly sampled state in the
workspace towards the goal while remaining in the obstacle-free portion of the workspace. Lastly,
the path-generating capabilities were utilized to develop a path which minimizes the fuel consump-
tion of the spacecraft while reducing computational complexity compared to traditional methods
to solve optimal control problems. The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) POSEIDYN was then
used to validate the real-time capabilities of the proposed guidance and control methodology in a
computationally-constrained environment and assess its robustness to realistic noise, delays and un-
certainties. While the two methods provided similar results for Case 0 and Case 2, the advantage of
biasing the random samples from the configuration space is illustrated in Case 1 where the chaser
must circumnavigate an obstacle.
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